This paper introduces the concept of travel behavior embeddings, a method for re-representing discrete variables that are typically used in travel demand modeling, such as mode, trip purpose, education level, family type or occupation. This re-representation process essentially maps those variables into a latent space called the embedding space. The benefit of this is that such spaces allow for richer nuances than the typical transformations used in categorical variables (e.g. dummy encoding, contrasted encoding, principal components analysis). While the usage of latent variable representations is not new per se in travel demand modeling, the idea presented here brings several innovations: it is an entirely data driven algorithm; it is informative and consistent, since the latent space can be visualized and interpreted based on distances between different categories; it preserves interpretability of coefficients, despite being based on Neural Network principles; and it is transferrable, in that embeddings learned from one dataset can be reused for other ones, as long as travel behavior keeps consistent between the datasets.
Introduction
Since their early days, representation in random utility behavior models has followed generally quite clear principles. For example, numeric quantities like travel time and cost may be directly used or transformed depending on observed non-linear efects (e.g. using log). Numeric variables that are not "quantities" per se, such as age or even geographic coordinates tend to be discretized and then transformed into vectors of dummy variables. Similarly, categorical variables such as education level or trip purpose are already discrete, and thus are also usually "dummyfied". Then, we may interact any subset of the above by combining (typically, multiplying) them, as long as we get in the end a vector of numeric values that can be incorporated in a statistical model, a linear one in the case of the most common logit model.
There are however phenomena that are hard to represent, and modelers end up struggling to find the right representation. For example, influence of social interactions between different persons, hierarchical decision making, autocorrelated nature of time and space, or abstract concepts such as accessibility, attitudes, personality traits and so on. The point here, is that the nature of our models seems to enforce a compromise between the true semantics of a variable (i.e. the "meaning" of a certain information for the decision making process) and its realisation in practice. And that further research should be done to find new representation paradigms.
Historically speaking, the natural language processing (NLP) field has had similar dilemmas for decades, and for a while two general trends were competing: the statistical modeling approaches, and the linguistic theory based approaches. The former relied on simple representations, such as vector frequencies, or dummy variables, to become practical, while the latter used domain knowledge such as grammars or logic. Until recently, neither had considerable success in making machines able to understand or generate human language 2 , but developments in deep neural networks together with overwhelmingly massive amounts of data (i.e. the World Wide Web) brought them to a new area, where the two are approaching each other and achieving hitherto results considered extremely hard, such as question answering, translation, next word prediction. One of the key concepts in this revolution is that of embeddings, which will be further explained in this paper.
Our focus here is on the representation of categorical variables. The default paradigm is dummy variables (also known as "one-hot-encoding" in machine learning literature), which have well-known limitations, namely the explosion of dimensionality and enforced ortogonality. The former happens because we assign one new "dummy" variable to each of D-1 categories, and easily go from a small original variable specification to one with hundreds of variables, bringing problems in model estimation and analysis. This often affects the data collection process itself. Since one doesn't want to end up with too many categories, we might as well give less options in a survey, or decrease the resolution of a sensor. The problem of enforced ortogonality relates to the fact that, in a dummy encoding, all categories become equidistant. The similarity between "student" and "employed" is the same as between "student" and "retired", which in many cases (e.g. mode choice, departure time choice) goes against intuition. Other encoding methods exist, such as contrasted encoding or principal components analysis (PCA). The former ends up being a subtle variation on the dummy approach, but the latter already provides an interesting answer to the problem: categories are no longer forcibly equidistant, and the number of variables can be much reduced. However, it is a non-supervised approach. The distance between "student" and "employed" will always be the same, regardless of the problem we are solving, but this may be intuitively illogical if we consider car ownership versus departure time choice models for example.
The key idea in this paper is to introduce a method, called Travel Behavior embeddings, that borrows much from the NLP concept. This method serves to encode categorical variables, and is dependent on the problem at hand. We will focus on mode choice, and test on a well-known dataset, by comparing with both dummy and PCA encoding. All the dataset and code are made openly available, and the reader can follow and generate results 3 him/herself using an iPython notebook included. Our ultimate goal is certainly that the reader reuses our PyTre package for own purposes.
This paper presents some results and conclusions, after a relatively long exploration and analysis process, including other datasets and code variations not mentioned here for interest of clarity and replicability. While we show these concepts to be promising and innovative in this paper, one should be wary of over-hyping yet another Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence concept: after all, Machine Learning is still essentially based on statistics. In NLP, the number of different words in consideration at a given moment can be in order of tens of thousands, while our categorical variables rarely go beyond a few dozens. This means that, for example, it becomes clear later that the least number of original categories, the less the benefit of embeddings (in the limit, a binary variable like gender, is useless to do embeddings with), and also that if we do get a significantly large and statistically representative dataset, a dummy variables representation is sufficient. We will quickly see, however, that complexity can grow quick enough to justify an embeddings based method even if without the shockingly better performance observed in NLP applications.
Representing categorical variables
We are generally concerned with random utility maximization (RUM) models, for they have a dominant role in travel behavior modeling. The nature of such models is predominantly numeric, linear, and quite often strictly flat (notwithstanding hierarchical variations, such as nested models [2] , hierarchical Bayes [3] , or non-linear transformations). As a consequence, while numerical variables (e.g. travel time, cost, or income) can be directly used as available, perhaps subject to transformations or segmentation, nominal ones bring about a greater challenge. We tend to enforce a limited set of treatments such as:
• Dummy variables, or one-hot encoding -for each categorical variable v with D categories, we get D-1 binary variables (the "dummies"). At each input vector x n , with categorical value v = d, the value "1" will be assigned to the corresponding dummy, while "0" to all others. If v corresponds to the "default" category, all dummies are "0".
• Contrast encoding [4] -same as dummy encoding, but instead of "1" for each category, we have a value that results from a contrasting formula. There are many different formulas (e.g. Helmert, Sum, Backward Difference), but all consist of subtracting the mean of the target variable, for a given category, with a general stastic (e.g. the mean of the dependent variable for all categories; the mean of the dependent variable in the previous category in an ordered list).
• Principal Components Analysis (PCA) -run the PCA algorithm on the data matrix obtained by dummy representation of the categorical variable, then re-represent it with the corresponding projected eigenvector coefficients. One selects K eigenvectors (e.g. according to a variance explained rule), and thus each category is mapped to a vector of K real values.
• Segmenting models, mixture models -A general alternative to categorical data representation is in fact to avoid it in the first place. One obvious method would be through creating hierarchical disaggregate methods (e.g. one per category). This is not in itself a representation paradigm, but an alternative way to see this problem. It certainly raises scalability and inference concerns.
In datasets where behavior heterogeneity is high, and number of observations is significantly smaller than population size, increasing dimensionality by adding a variable per each category is very risky because the amount of data that is in practice usable to estimate each new coefficient becomes insufficient. A simple intuition here is by considering that, for a dummy variable that is only "1" for a few observations in the dataset, its coefficient will be "activated" only that small number of times. If there is a lot of variance in the associated behavior, the variance of the coefficient will also be large, and the coefficient will be considered statistically insignificant.
The benefit of representations that map into a latent space, like embeddings and PCA, is that such a space is inevitably shared, and thus every observation contributes indirectly to all category variables. This comes with no interpretability cost, because one can always map to the "dummy" space and analyse the individual coefficients, as will be shown in our experiments.
The concept of text embeddings
The idea of text embeddings comes from a simple re-representation necessity. A natural-language processing system is itself also a numeric machine, therefore it requires each individual word in a dictionary to match its own numeric representation. Just as in our travel models, a possible solution has been to use dummy variables, and it is quite obvious that the dimensionality of such a one-hot encoding vector, quickly becomes overwhelming. Think for example next word prediction algorithm, like the one we have in our smartphones. It is essentially a skip-gram [5] model that predicts the next word, given the n words before. The English dictionary has about 300000 words, and if we have about 5 words before for context, the number of independent variables of the model would become 1.5 million!
The goal of text embeddings algorithms (e.g. Word2Vec [6] ) is to a) reduce the representation of each word to a computationally acceptable dimension, while simultaneously b) learning the semantic distance between different words. In other words, the euclidean distance of semantically related words (e.g. "dog" and "cat") in this new space should be smaller than unrelated words (e.g. "dog" and "optimize"). As mentioned before, in a dummy (or one-hot) encoding, all distances between words are equal by definition.
The word embeddings methodology is very well explained in several webpages such as [7] , so the reader is strongly encouraged to visit them first. However, for the sake of completeness, we summarize here the general idea.
Imagine the following task: given a word w i in a text, predict the next word w o . If we solve it with a neural network model, we could have the architecture in Figure 1 , where the input consists simply of the one-hot-encoding representation of the word (i.e. one dummy variable for each word in a dictionary of dimensionality D), and the output corresponds to the probability of each word in the dictionary being the next one (also a vector with dimensionality D).
The output layer thus consists simply of a softmax function. In other words, exactly the classical multinomial logit formulation that we would have in an RUM, in which each different word corresponds to an "alternative".
The concept of embeddings is directly associated to the hidden layer, which is a set of linear activation neurons, typically with a dimensionality K << D. Each such neuron is simply an identity function: it sums all inputs; then propagates this sum to the output layer. Since only one input neuron is activated at a time (remember that the input is a one-hot-encoding vector, with one "1" and the rest with "0"), each hidden layer neuron just propagates the (single) weight that links to that input neuron. If we have enough data for training this model, we will eventually land on a situation where, for each input word, there is a fixed vector of weights that are directly used in the output (softmax) function, to generate the prediction. With more data, this weight vector will not change (down to some small delta threshold). These stable vectors are what we call embeddings, and the dimensionality of these vectors is called embedding size.
Formally, we have a dataset D = {x n , y n }, n = 1 . . . N , where each x n and Figure 1 : The skip gram architecture [7] y n are one-hot (dummy) encodings of categorical variables 4 . The dimensionality of x n is D × 1, with D being the number of different categories in x n , while the dimensionality of y n is C × 1, with C being the number of categories (alternatives) in y n . The full expression for the embeddings model as described is:
where W is the embeddings matrix of size K × D, where K is called the embeddings size. B is a matrix of coefficients (C × K) for the softmax layer, so B c is simply the coefficients (row) vector for output class (alternative) c, and α c is the corresponding intercept. The typical loss function used in such models is called the categorical cross entropy:
Where δ i is the kronecker delta (δ true = 1; δ f alse = 0), and L(n) is the cumulative loss for an individual data point. This formalization is the simplest version, without loss of generality. In practice, as seen below, we will model multiple embeddings matrices simultaneously, and will add regularization terms to the loss function, so the models tested in this paper consist of compositions of the above.
So these so called embeddings are in fact a relatively shallow data representation in a simple neural network. What is their added value? Obviously, the first practical benefit is dimensionality reduction, because now there is a mapping between each of the C words to a unique vector of size K. The second aspect is that this new representation is the one that maximizes the performance towards a specific task (in our example, prediction of the next word), therefore it is a supervised process, as opposed for example to PCA. The third and more interesting aspect relates with semantic similarity. A natural consequence of the mentioned algorithm is that words that have similar output distributions (i.e. next words) will tend to be close to each other. Figure 2 shows a 2D visualization (t-SNE) with a subset of english words. In such a visualization, data is projected in 2D space by maintaining the same vector-to-vector distances as in the original (K order space). Therefore the X and Y axes have no specific meaning, only distances between every pair of points are relevant. We can see that semantically similar concepts, more specifically concepts that tend to have the same distribution of "next words", are placed closer. Another intriguing consequence is that, since the words are now in the K dimensional, embeddings space, we can also do some linear algebra on them. A well known formulation is King − M an + W oman = Queen. Essentially, the vector King − M an corresponds to the concept of "crowning" (therefore W oman + crowning = Queen). The same could be done with many other concept pairs. Figure 3 show also an alternative interpretation of "man-female", as well as examples with cities and verb tense. Finally, another relevant note on the embeddings representation is that, just like the PCA encoding, one can always project back into the original space and use this for interpretability. In other words, since there is a 1-to-1 mapping from each category to its encoding, there is also a 1-to-1 mapping between a model that uses dummy variables and a model using such encodings. This may be useful for interpretability, since in the case of dummy variables we have a direct interpretation (e.g. a beta coefficient value in a logit model) for the effect of a given category, while the same doesn't happen for an encoded variable (i.e. there is no meaning for the value of a single beta coefficient in an embeddings encoding when K>1). In order to preserve statistical significance information (e.g. p-values) we only need to follow the well known rules of normal random variables 5 . There are open databases available (e.g. GLoVe [10] , FastText [8] ) that provide word embedding tables for the entire English language (Glove provides several embedding tables, up to embedding size between 100 and 300). In our next word application example, we now talk about models with 500-1500 variables, which is very manageable for our machines today.
Summarizing, the general idea of word embeddings is to re-represent a categorical variable into a lower dimensional representation with continuous values 6 . Whenever such a variable is to be used in a model, one can simply replace it with the corresponding embeddings vector. We have previously demonstrated the value of such word embeddings in demand prediction in special events [11] ,
, for any constant k. 6 The concept of embeddings in Deep Learning literature is actually broader than what we discussed here. It applies to any internal stable representation of the input data. In other words, for the same input vector, there will be a (typically lower dimensional) fixed set of weights somewhere in one or more layers in the model.
where we collected event textual descriptions, and used Glove embedding vectors to incorporate such information in a neural network model.
Finally, an interesting point to mention relates to the typical difference in dataset size between the original embeddings training model (Glove, approximately 6 billion input word vectors from 37 million texts) and the model one implements to solve a particular problem (in our special events case, less than 1000 short event descriptions, with at most few hundred words each). Instead of creating ourselves a new embeddings model using the events dataset, we reused the pre-trained GloVe dataset. The benefit is significant because in practice we trained our model to deal with all words in the dictionary, much beyond the limited vocabulary that we obtained in our 1000 short texts. In practice we have used a very small percentage of the english dictionary. When, in an out-of-sample test, our model finds words that were not in the training set, it still works perfectly well.
Travel behaviour embeddings
Differently to textual data, our goal in this paper is to explore the large amount of categorical data that is often collected in travel surveys. This includes trip purpose, education level, or family type. We also consider other variables that are not necessarily of categorical nature, but typically end up as dummy encoding, due to segmentation, such as age, income, or even origin/destination pair.
Our hypothesis is that, given the limitations of dummy variables that are commonly used and the unsupervised nature of PCA, using instead an embeddings mechanism should improve significantly the quality of our models, both in terms of loglikelihood but also in terms of allowing for lower complexity (i.e. less variables). Ultimately, one could think of a framework such as GLoVe, where embeddings for such variables could be trivially shared with the community. For example, we could have a "Travel behavior embeddings" database, incrementally built from travel surveys from around the world. Such database could have embeddings for mode choice target variables, but also for departure time, destination choice, car ownership, and so on. Whenever a modeler wanted to estimate a new model, she could just download the right encodings and use them directly. This is particularly relevant if one considers the complicated challenges for opening or sharing travel survey datasets in our field. Of course, a major question arises: are behaviors that consistent across the world? There are certainly nuances across the world, but we believe that general patterns would emerge (e.g. a "business" trip purpose will be closer to "work" than "leisure", in a departure time choice model; "student" will be closer to "unemployed" than to "retired" in a car ownership model).
The general idea
We believe that, as with word embeddings, a mapping that preserves semantic distance relative to a certain choice problem, should be useful for modeling.
As with a PCA encoding, another benefit is that by sharing parameters in the learning process, the model can generalize better, as opposed to a dummy encoding, where each categorical value has its own parameter, that is only active when observed.
The general idea is thus to create a mapping between a variable for which we want to find an embeddings representation, and a target variable, as in Figure  4 . We call the mapping function "PyTre Embeddings", because that is the name of the object in our proposed Python "Travel Embeddings" package. From an experimental design and application perspective, the approach followed in this paper is the following:
1. Create list of categorical variables to encode (the encoding set) 2. Split dataset into train, development and test sets 3. For each variable in encoding set, learn the new embeddings using the embeddings train set 7 . This should be done simultaneously (all variable embeddings estimated at once, as explained in the next section). 4. Encode choice models for train, development and test sets using the learned embeddings 5. Estimate choice model accordingly using its train set 6. Evaluate the new model using the test set Since there is stochasticity in the embeddings training model, we will repeat the above multiple times, for the different experiments in the paper (and report the respective mean and standard deviation statistics). Whenever we want to analyse a particular model (e.g. to check the coefficients of a choice model), we select the one with the highest likelihood at the development set (i.e. in practice, its out-of-sample generalization performance), and report its performance on the test set.
Methodology
Since a choice model will typically involve other variables than the categorical ones that we learn the embeddings for, it is important to take into account their effects. Figure 5 shows the simplest travel embeddings model. As an example, the categorical variable is trip purpose, and there are a few other variables such as gender, cost of the alternatives, distance, and so on. Notice that they are directly fed into the softmax output layer, together with the embeddings output. The dataset sizes in transportation behavior modeling are substantially smaller than typical word embeddings ones, and the risk of overfitting is therefore higher. To mitigate this problem, besides adding regularization penalties in the objective function, we add what we call a regularizer layer for each embedding, which is no more than a softmax layer that penalizes whenever it cannot recover the original one-hot-encoding vectors (Figure 6, left) . We call the combination of embeddings and its regularizer network, a Travel Embeddings layer. Finally, it is obviously better to train all embeddings simultaneously, so that they accommodate each other's effects (Figure 6 , right).
An experiment with mode choice
The goal of this paper is to test the potential of embeddings in a simple and well-known choice model context, comparing it to well-known baseline tech- niques. Therefore, the general model specification follows quite simple assumptions. We expect that in future work from us or others, more elaborate derivations can take advantage of embeddings such as nested, mixed logit or latent class choice models (LCCM), for example.
We will apply the methodology to the well-known "Swissmetro" dataset. We will compare it with a dummy variables and PCA baselines. We will follow the 3-way experimental design mentioned before: split the dataset into train, development and test sets, so that the embeddings, PCA eigenvectors and the choice model are estimated from the same train and development sets, and validate it out-of-sample. For the sake of interpretability, we will also project back coefficients from the embeddings as well as PCA models into the dummy variable space.
All experiment code is available as a jupyter notebook in a package we created for this work (to which we called PyTre). For estimating the multinomial logit model (MNL) we used the PyLogit [12] package.
The Swissmetro dataset
The Swissmetro dataset consists of survey data collected on the trains between St. Gallen and Geneva, Switzerland, during March 1998. According to its description [1] , the respondents provided information in order to analyze the impact of the modal innovation in transportation, represented by the Swissmetro, a revolutionary mag-lev underground system, against the usual transport modes represented by car and train. After discarding respondents for which some variables were not available (e.g. age, purpose), a total of 10469 responses from 1188 individuals were used for the experiments.
We split the dataset into 3 different parts:
• Embeddings train set: 60% of the dataset (6373 vectors)
• Development set: 20% of the dataset (2003 vectors)
• Test set: 20% of the dataset (2003 vectors)
Principles for the model specification
The PyLogit package [12] also uses Swissmetro as an example. Therefore, our model specifications will extend the default one from this package. We reestimated this model with the train set and validated with testset. The results are shown in tables 1 and 2. Since we are comparing the models at the test set, the key indicators should be pseudo R-square and log-likelihood. Indicators that consider model complexity (robust r-square and AIC) are less important on the test set in our view because the overfitting effect (i.e. improving fit just by adding more variables) will no longer be verifiable in this way. Instead, one sees overfitting if test set performance is considerably inferior to the training set. From now on, we will call the set of these variables, the encoding set. I.e. encoding set={OD, TICKET, WHO, AGE, INCOME}. All variables in the encoding set, regardless of their encoding treatment (dummy, embeddings or PCA), will have independent parameters in utility specifications for alternatives 1 and 2 (train and swissmetro, respectively).
An important decision regards, for each variable in the encoding set, the number K to use, in embeddings and PCA models. For the sake of comparability, we will keep the same values of K for the embeddings sizes and number of principal components in PCA. Through an incremental grid search (where we started with a single variable, and then added subsequently) 8 , we arrived to 
Embeddings model
It is now time to estimate and test our embeddings model as depicted in Figure 6 right, therefore all variables in the encoding set will be estimated simultaneously. As mentioned before, due to stochasticity, we repeat each experiment multiple times, and the model reported here is the one with best development set log-likelihood. We repeated the experiment 300 times. Each time, we train model through 80 epochs (requiring about 1 minute overall, in an affordable server with GPU boards). Figure 7 shows the typical performance in neural network training, where the first epochs see a dramatic improvement in objective function loss, and then the model converges approximately at a monotonic 8 We equipped PyTre for "automatic selection" of K through 90% variance explained rule using PCA, i.e. the number K is determined by the number of eigenvectors necessary to explain 90% of variance in each variable in the training set. The results were in generally however worse than our search, so we keep them in this paper. They were, however, generally consistent (Embeddings model gets best performance, PCA follows soon after, then shortened dummy variables model).
decreasing rate. It is our experience that this difference reduces substantially as dataset size grows. Since the dimensionality of embeddings is higher than 2, it becomes humanly impossible to directly visualize them. A common technique to use is called Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS), which is similar to the one presented in Figure  2 . In such a visualization, data is projected in 2D space by maintaining the same vector-to-vector distances as in the original (K order space). Therefore the X and Y axes have no specific meaning, only distances between every pair of points are relevant. Figure 8 shows the MDS visualizations for all variables in the encoding set.
The interpretation of such visualization needs to focus on similarity between sets of categories. If two categories are very close, it means that, from the perspective of mode choice, they have a similar effect. The OD visualization shows some intuitive results: while a vast majority of OD pairs seems to have relatively similar effects, ODs between three pairs of major cities/cantons (Zurich, ZH and Berne, BE; GenÃĺve, GE, and Lausanne, VD; Lausanne, VD and Zurich, ZH) seem to have particularly different effects. To help understand the cantons and their geographical location, we show the map in Figure 9 .
Regarding the variable TICKET, it shows that "2-way" and normal "annual ticket" seem to imply a different choice behavior, while to a much lesser extent "free travel" and "annual ticket junior or senior" seem related. Regarding who pays (WHO variable), quite intuitively "employer" and "self" lie in opposite ends, while "half-half" seems falls almost right in the middle. An interesting pattern happens with the "unknown" category, which falls in the centroid of all categories, and this happens again in AGE. A possible interpretation is that the true value of "unknown" are uniformly distributed across categories, which makes some sense. Regarding INCOME, all categories except for "unknown" are approximately equidistant, which implies little advantage with respect to a dummy variable encoding.
We now present the results of our mode choice model with embeddings. Notice that the number of parameters will be higher than the simpler model presented before. The original one has 14 variables, but it now grows up to 39. This is still quite small, if we consider the fully expanded dummy variables specification (232 variables). Table 4 shows the summary of results. To let the reader look into the model, we show an excerpt of the variables in Table  5 , but since this is not directly interpretable, we projected back the encodings into the original categorical space ( sistent with the original model, while the magnitudes varied slightly, which is not surprising. We can also verify that general signs for the WHO variable (who pays? ) make sense, particularly considering that the base category is "employer". Unless the employer pays at least half, people prefer to take the (cheaper) train. This is also consistent with the INCOME variable, where lower income people clearly prefer train to swissmetro and higher income people prefer swissmetro, even though the coefficients are not all statistically significant. Regarding the AGE variable (base category is 24 to 39 years old), it seems younger people prefer SM, while older people prefer train. On the other hand, the TICKET variable shows somewhat problematic results, with very high standard errors, and no significant coefficient.
It is quite notorious that with only a dimensionality of 3, for the OD categorical variable (from an original number of 178 dummy variables), the model is capable of estimating reliable coefficients to almost all of the categories, while the corresponding dummy variable version fails completely. This is coherent with the belief that using shared latent spaces brings gains in variable estimation. This matches our intuition that, by sharing the latent space, categorical variables virtually use all dataset in the estimation, differently to the dummy encoding.
While the embeddings model shows considerable improvement with respect to the dummy variables one, it shows much less dramatic improvements in comparison with PCA. This general pattern was seen across all our experiments with this dataset, including when we vary the value of K/embeddings size. We will return to this subject later on.
Baseline model: dummy variable encoding
The first baseline model uses dummy variables for the encoding set, so all categorical variables, including the encoding set were assigned D − 1 dummy variables 9 , where D is the number of different categories in the variable. This yields a total of 232 variables. Table 7 shows a summary of the model results. It is quite clear and unsurprising that this model has estimation problems, given its complexity and the relatively small size of the dataset. The standard errors of the constants and several variables show difficulty in converging to stable values, in fact no OD dummy variable obtained a statistical significant coefficient. As is well-known, further explorations in reducing the specification could lead to better results eventually in terms of coefficients, of course degrading the estimation fit. As mentioned before, this is an exercise we will avoid in this paper. Regarding the test set results, the (pseudo) R-square beats the original model, but it is at the expense of an over-specification, as can be seen in the robust R-square result.
We thus decided to specify a more robust dummy variables model, that excludes the OD variables. Regardless, for the sake of completeness, we will include both models later in the comparison table. As can be seen in Table 8 , the results for a model without OD variables are substantially more reasonable, and we show the coefficients in Table 9 . The variable for "First Class == False, (Swissmetro)" is inconsistent with the original model, but it is statistically nonsignificant. The alternative specific constants now have much higher standard errors and high p values, but all the others variables from the original model seem to be consistent in terms of signal and magnitude.
Regarding the encoding set variables (excluding OD), the results do not fall behind the embeddings model in terms of statistical significant. In fact, we now have 13 significant coefficients, as opposed to 10 in the embeddings model. Curiously, it is the TICKET variable that makes the difference, perhaps indicating that a combined model (dummies for TICKET, embeddings for the others) could be a good solution. 
Principal Components Analysis model
For the next baseline, we applied PCA to each individual variable separately in the encoding set. Now, we repeat the very same idea of the embeddings, by extracting one set of eigenvectors from each categorical variable in the encoding set. Besides being an entirely different algorithm to embeddings, PCA is a nonsupervised method. In other words, regardless of whether the target variable is mode choice or anything else (e.g. departure time, destination), the PCA encoding will be the same. We used the same values K as in the embeddings, so after re-representing the categorical variables with the corresponding PCA vectors, we obtain again a model specification with 39 parameters. Table 10 summarizes the results while  Table 11 presents the coefficients. For the OD variables, we only present the statistically significant ones.
Looking at the test set results, the PCA model beats the reduced (no ODs) dummy model by a marginal amount while it is beaten by a larger margin by the embeddings model, although it is generally the best behaved model in terms of statistically significant parameters of non-OD variables (14 versus 10 in embeddings, 13 in dummies). The performance with OD variable coefficients is less impressive than the embeddings model (17 coeff. vs 164, for the embeddings).
To let us end this section with a clearer comparative analysis, The embeddings model seems to present the most consistent performance results across training and testing. On the training set side, considering that we have different number of parameters in different models, robust R square (R 2 ) should be the main metric. While the dummies model still manages to have the highest value, it is clearly overfitting by looking at the test set performance. On the other hand both the "best" embeddings model and the mean observed performance rank very close while outperforming all others in the test set. The differences are not dramatic though, and as we will see in the next section, they depend very much on the unbalance of dataset sizes for training the embeddings VS the model estimation. We also remind that the PCA model gave an acceptable balance in terms of performance in test set and significance of the coefficients.
Embeddings for efficient survey data usage
It is well-known that detailed travel surveys tend to become very burdensome for the respondent, and it is common to oversample in order to compensate for that problem. Often, one ends up with plenty of very incomplete records. If we designed a survey to guarantee minimal burden answers at the beginning (e.g. in Swissmetro example, ask simple quick questions like "where are you going?", "in which transport means?") and then entering into detailed (incentive-based?) questions, we could efficiently capture more in breadth data to learn embeddings on some of the variables, while collecting also in-depth data for a smaller set of respondents. To illustrate the impact of such an approach, we simulate the scenario where we use the entire Swissmetro dataset (minus test set) to get OD, TICKET and mode choice information (let's call it "light" survey). From this dataset, we also selected a sub-sample that corresponds to the "detailed survey", with all other variables. We need to note that the training of embeddings is based exclusively on the "light" survey data, therefore we cannot take advantage of our comprehensive model, that can use all data (from the "detailed" survey) to remove their effects. In other words, our model resembles more the simpler one in Figure 4 than the one in Figure 6 . Figure 10 (left) shows how the R-square in test set varies with the percentage of "detailed" survey collected. Understandably, when there is very little data (10%), the original ("basic") model performs best, but it is quickly outperformed by the embeddings model, which is practically always the best in the test. On the other hand, the PCA and simpler dummy models seem to show comparable results, especially at higher percentages. This follows our intuition, that with a sufficiently big and balanced dataset, a dummy variable model can show to be sufficient, and that PCA is also an acceptable approach. In agreement with this intuition, we can see that "dummy complete" model (which is the one with higher dimensionality) is only possible to estimate in the higher percentages, and even then shows some erratic performance. Another hypothetical application scenario is when there is plenty of data on mobility from broad sources, like telecom or smartcard data. This often called "big data" has the drawback of being superficial in terms of travel details, but it may already contain enough information to encode embeddings. For example, in our Swissmetro example, we could have had access to OD data from telecom and inferred modes according to Bachir et al [14] . While the usability of such a source could be questionable as a direct ground truth for a choice model, in the case of embeddings what we look for is to capture consistent similarity of variables (e.g. ODs) with respect to mode choice, which is ultimately what embeddings are about. Assuming that mode inference in [14] is at least unbiased even if with high error, the specific choice models could be properly estimated with the more detailed (smaller) dataset. Figure 10 (right) shows the results of simulating a scenario where we split the Swissmetro dataset into different ratios of "big data" survey and "detailed survey".
Again, we note that the embeddings (and PCA) model is based only on OD+mode information, thus it may be confused by effects of other variables. Still it performs consistently better than the others, though admittedly not in a substantial way.
Discussion
The nature of our embeddings formulation is rather simple. Indeed, one can see it just as a linear algebraic projection into a lower dimensional latent space, and if one truly aims to keep full interpretability as we know it in RUM, it is difficult to go much beyond. But as pointed out earlier, the concept of embeddings can be more flexible. One could introduce a more complex structure between the embeddings layer and the input layer. A simple way to see this is with variable interactions. For example, one can add an extra layer that receives the vectors of two input categorical variables, and then generates all possible interaction combinations, then feeding it into embeddings. Or we can just arbitrarily add non-linear layers, and select a low dimensional one to represent our input (e.g. Nguyen et al [15] do this for sequential data). Another apparent limitation that can be relaxed here relates to the discrete nature of the input variables. There is no reason not to incorporate a softmax layer directly after a numeric input to discretize it, and then directly apply embeddings.
Another interesting concept to explore is seeing embeddings as "proxies" to information that is otherwise inaccessible. Take for example a departure time model. Given a certain trip purpose, its common sense time window (we are at restaurants at certain time, at work in other times, pick up/drop off on others, etc.) will be relevant. While this may be implicit in the survey data itself, through correlations with the purpose variable, one could make a more direct association through embeddings. In this case, our embeddings algorithm would need to be changed at the output. Instead of a single softmax layer, we would have T (T=24, if we have 1 hr resolution) binary ones, thus the output variable representation consists of a vector of T "1" and "0" corresponding to an activity observation, or a schedule. One could simply use Google's "popular" times graphs for this. The interesting thing with this idea, is that one variable (Trip Purpose) would now incorporate information on its time of day activity using embeddings while at the same time reducing its dummy variable dimensionality.
Finally, a third promising benefit of embeddings relates with its proven value in language translation. The idea is that, in the latent space, words from dif-ferent languages that relate to the same concept should be close together. The way to enforce this in embeddings learning, is by having "anchor" words, a subset of words that are well-known matches between the two languages. These would have fixed embeddings during the learning process. But what does this mean from the perspective of choice behavior? In principle, if all related models in the field are indeed consistent, one could use this idea to get different common variables (e.g. trip purpose, education level, family type) to "live" in the same space. This means that we could directly apply and test choice models estimated from different places, compare variables from different surveys, and maybe more importantly grow our common embeddings representation together as a community.
All of the above is quite exciting, and our model should be seen as just a first step in this direction, but we should reemphasize the limitations that we already find in our model, in light of our experiments. It is clear to us that the stochastic nature of the algorithm is not desirable. If we look at all the 300 embeddings runs as reported in Table 12 , we find that the test set loglikelihood performance ranged from a promising -1365.0 to a terrible -1466.0. These are obviously outliers, and our selection process (based on the development set) was able to select one clearly in the upper half of the list, but we can see the sensitiveness to initial conditions. It was also clear that the size of dataset, especially the proportion of training set size to number of categories to encode is determinant. If we have few categories, and a large dataset, we can directly use dummy variables. When a modeler makes a survey, she will already have this in mind, and our dataset itself was generally well-behaved except for the OD variable that was not actually explicitly used in the original paper. Maybe considering the opportunity of embeddings modelers will be more ambitious in terms of model complexity (and survey design).
Conclusions
This paper introduced the concept of Travel Embeddings, that builds on earlier work from the field of Machine Learning. The general idea is to represent categorical variables using embedding encoding instead of other traditional methods, such as dummy variables or PCA encoding. Our method keeps the interpretability of the traditional approaches. We showed that there are good benefits in terms of model performance both at training and test set sides, generally outperforming the other models tested. There are, however, limitations to consider, namely the stochastic nature of the algorithm that required a careful experimental design.
We see this paper as the starting one on the use of embeddings in behavior choice modeling, and provide a new Python package for others to use. This is quite a flexible framework to collaborate on, and thus we encourage others to extend it, perhaps towards a community with golden standard shared resources, as already happens with the Natural Language and Image Processing communities, to give an example.
